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BINA Tel Aviv Tours and Workshops

A life-changing gap year experience that offers an intern
BINA offers a variety of tours and workshops that engage with complex social issues
track
a real
Israeli Mechina
(Israeli
gap
year
facing
Israelwithin
as a Jewish
and democratic
state. Our tours
offer your
groups
theprog
opportunity
to understandtogether
and engage with
with these
issues, guided
educators
and
and volunteer
Israelis
theirbyown
age.
activists
working in the live
field day-to-day.
Participants
in shared apartments in Tel Aviv, study

learn Hebrew, travel throughout Israel, engage in meanin
Our tours and workshops show your group a different side of Israel - a diverse,
immersed
in Israeli
and
culture,
and
make lifelo
amazing
and challenging
side - thatsociety
will generate
discussion
in a safe,
non-coercive
environment.
College credit available.

theMITF
strangersTEL
among AVIV+
us

ges 21-35)

Immigration, Refugees and & Jewish Values in a(a
Jewish State

(Masa
Israel Teaching
Fellows)
is an
immersive
fe
ThisMITF
tour explores
the fascinating
neighborhood of
Neve Sha’anan
as a microcosm
of
Israel’s
diverse
and complex
society. in
OneIsrael
of the greatest
accomplishments
of Israela diff
paid
to teach
English
for 10
months, make
overIsraeli
the last 70youth,
years hasgain
been the
absorption of millions
of Jewish
immigrants
and
professional
training
and
enrichment,
refugees from all over the world. In recent years, Israel has seen a significant rise in
Israel like a local! The special MITF Tel Aviv+ track, ope
non-Jewish immigrants such as migrant workers, asylum-seekers and refugees,
tracknew
where
fellows
experience
two
Israeli
presenting
challenges
to the Jewish
State. We will
seedifferent
firsthand how
diverse citie
groups
have left their
on Israel
on the neighborhood.
We city
will explore
5 months
in impact
Tel Aviv
+ 5and
months
in another
of their c
challenges
facing
Israel and the
neighborhood
today,
and creative
to reim
Rahat,
or Ramla.
Also
includes
housing
andinitiatives
a flight
address those challenges, using Jewish texts as our guide. How has the global refugee
crisis affected Israel and what can we learn from Israel’s experience? What does it
mean to be a modern Jewish and democratic state in the 21st century? How will
decisions made today affect Israel for the next 70 years?

SHORT-TERM & SUMMER

This
tour can be
combined with
mifgash
Levinsky
Park; Old Centraland
Bus Station;
BINA
offers
a variety
of
short-term
summer
2-2.5program
with: a refugee/asylum-seekers, a Jewish
Neve Sha’anan Pedestrian Mall; New
Hours
such
as Tel
Onward
internships,
Taglit/Birthright
exte
resident
of south
Aviv and/or a Israel
BINA
Central Bus Station; Levinsky
Park
student/volunteer
in the neighborhood.
Library;group
BINA Natureprograms,
Gardens Campus.
specialized
individual and
and more.
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Why
Choose
BIN
the largest bus station in the world

A life-changing gap year experience that offers an intern

track within a real Israeli Mechina (Israeli gap year prog
- BINA has over 20 years o
vision
and reality in southQuality
tel-aviv

and volunteer together with Israelis their own age.
ive, study
service-learning
The activity revolves around theeducational
vision and reality and
of the New
Central Bus Station inprog
Participants live in shared apartments in Tel Aviv, study
and
south Tel Aviv, one of the city’s
mosttransformative.
unusual and fascinating sites. The tour will
learn
Hebrew,
travel
throughout
Israel,ofengage
in meanin
present the entrepreneurial spirit that led to the establishment
the neighborhood
r Yeshiva,
invision
Israeli
society
and
culture,
and immersed
the bus station, the
for success
and the
reality
of failure.and
It willmake
reveal thelifelo
Our participants wo
k, are
unique
sub-culture
that has
evolved in the empty spaces of the station and the
College
credit
available.
where
they
truly
needed
andand
are su
communities which it serves. The
tour will
raiseare
questions
of social,
financial
racial gaps in the “White City.”changemakers.
The tour will include a walking tour of the Central
Bus Station and processing session. Processing session can include text study and/or
interactive activity in the street art exhibit on the 7th floor
BINA is an

Real Impact -

Israeli
Authenticity MITF TEL
AVIV+
(ages 21-35)

allinside
over
the Tour begins at Levinsky participants
Park, with the rest of thefrom
tour entirely
the Israel
station, from the abandoned 2nd floor and moving up, concluding with
don’t live in a bubble! They live,
processing and lookout at Tel Aviv skyline from the 7th floor terminal.

learn a
MITF (Masa Israel Teaching Fellows) is an immersive
fe
2-2.5

Hours a diff
paid to teach English in Israel for 10 months, make

ows get

of at-risk

ence

e only

and th

Israeli youth, gain professional training and enrichment,

jewish pride

What is BINA?

Israel like a local! The special MITF Tel Aviv+ track, ope

track where fellows experience two different Israeli citie

5 months in Tel Aviv + 5 months in another city of their c
teach forThe Global Jewish AND Queer Capital
Rahat, or Ramla. Also includes housing and a flight reim
BINA:
Movement
for
Socia
Nazareth,
How did Tel Aviv become Israel’s
LGBTQThe
capitalJewish
and hub of
cosmpolitanism?
This
organization
intersection
of Jewi
tour will explore the modern history
of Tel Aviv and at
howthe
it became
intertwined with
the queer history of Israel and
Aviv. BINA
Along the
way we
will explore thesocia
in Tel
Israel.
runs
educational,
interconnection of religious pluralism, secular Jewish culture, synagogue & state,
touch the lives tens of thousands of Isra
queerness and broader topics of diversity in Tel Aviv and Israel – and the successes
Our
are
based out
ofinour
and challenges of pluralism in Tel
Avivactivities
today. Includes
a processing
session
Gan “Yes
Meir.
hubs in Tel Aviv, Jerusalem, Beersheba
LL ages) BINA offers a variety
of short-term and summer program
Israel
Shalom Tower; Independenceextend
Hall; Tel Avivthroughout
Great Synagogue; Bar Noar;
Shenkinand the world
such
as
Onward
Israel
internships,
Taglit/Birthright
exte
Park; Gan Meir

MS

SHORT-TERM & SUMMER
specialized individual and group programs, and
more.
2 Hours
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Why Choose
B

Haifa - All of Israel between
the Mountain and the Sea
Quality -

rience running
A life-changing
high-quality
gap year experience that
offers
an intern
ish-speaking
BINA
has over
20 y
that are
pluralistic,
track within
empowering,
a real Israeli Mechina (Israeli
gap year prog
pants
live,
study
and service-learnin
Haifa
is the city where you can find everyeducational
group in Israeli society
in one place. This
with
Israelis
their
own age.
and
tourand
divesvolunteer
deep into the together
Jewish identities
in transformative.
Haifa,
its many
communities
and
demographic
groups, from
new
arrivals
to established
populations.
this
tour, we
Participants
live
in
shared
apartments
in On
Tel
Aviv,
study
Secular Yeshiva,
look at Haifa
through
the
lens of
the individual resident
andengage
the community
tern
and will
volunteer
only
intravel
places
learn
Hebrew,
throughout
Israel,
meanin
Our in
participan
er work,
are
what is the place of community? What values does each community represent?
sed by our immersed
expert team
socialsociety
inof
Israeli
and
culture,
and needed
make lifelo
where
they
are truly
and
And what question does it raise in our own
Jewish identities?
College credit available.changemakers.

Real Impact -

Israeli Authenticity - BIN

Louis Boardwalk; Upper Hadar Synagogue; Ramat Viznich Ultra Orthodox

MITF TEL AVIV+

eli organization
with staff
and mall in Hadar; Madatech; Beit Hagefen.
neighborhood;
Nordau pedestrian

ld. Our international participants

ork together with Israeli peers.

2
participants from all over
Israel

Hours
don’t live in a bubble!
s 21-35)They live,

(age

MITF (Masa Israel Teaching Fellows) is an immersive fe
re fellows get
paid to teach English in Israel for 10 months, make a diff
lives of at-risk

Beer Sheva - Desert Renewal

What is BINA?

experienceIsraeli youth, gain professional training and enrichment,
Israel like a local! The special MITF Tel Aviv+ track, ope
A, is the only
This tour exposes participants to the issues facing Beer Sheva from its earliest
track
where fellows experience two different Israeli citie
e and teach
for until
settlements
today. These issues include: living alongside Arab populations; the
nge
is
the
leading
5
months
in City
Telthrough
Aviv local
+ 5BINA:
months
in Jewish
another
city of
The
Movement
forc
hean, Nazareth,
revitalization of the Old
initiatives;
social
changes; leadership
andtheir
pride;
andor
more.
The tour
prompts
a variety housing
of questions
- what
urban reim
uralism local
andRahat,
social
action
Ramla.
Also
includes
and
a is
flight
organization
at the
intersection
o
preservation,
and
what
is
worth
preserving?
What
instigates
renewal,
and
how
does
community programs that
in Israel. BINA runs educational
that renewal impact tradition?
and others every year.
touch the lives tens of thousands
Hilonit” (“Secular Yeshiva”)
Our activities are based out of ou

RAMSSHORT-TERM & SUMMER
Remez park; Alenby Park; Old City pedestrian mall; Beer Sheva Youth Center;

a, and Dharamsala
India
in
TelHazman.”
Aviv, Jerusalem, Beer
BINA Secular
Yeshiva inand
Beer Sheva; Fringehubs
Theater and
“Ashan

(ALL ages)

extend throughout Israel
and the
2.5 Hours
BINA offers a variety of short-term and summer program

such as Onward Israel internships, Taglit/Birthright exte
specialized individual and group programs, and more.
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jerusalem - On Borders and Meeting points

A life-changing gap year experience that offers an intern

track within a real Israeli Mechina (Israeli gap year progr

and
together
with
Israelis
their on
own
age.
“The
newvolunteer
Israeli order requires
us to adopt
a renewed
perception
various
sectors
in Israeli
society, to shift
from
previousapartments
conception of Majority-Minority
a
Participants
live
in the
shared
in Tel Aviv, to
study
world
of partnerships
andtravel
unity. To throughout
fully understand the
nature engage
of this partnership
is
learn
Hebrew,
Israel,
in meanin
a mission for all Israeli society” (Reuven Rivlin, President of Israel. June 2015).
immersed in Israeli society and culture, and make lifelon
College
credit
available.
Israeli
society stands
at crucial
juncture, where many opposing sectors are battling to
define Israel’s identity, with divided views on religion, nationality and social issues.

MITF TEL AVIV+

On our tour we will meet both of these aspects; the conflicts and the connections, the
borders and meeting points. We will experience all this in a meaningful and personal
way on the historic streets of Jerusalem, which best represents Israeli
society on all
-35)
21
s
ge
(a
it’s differences and it’s unity. On our journey through Jerusalem we will study and
process texts from Jewish wisdom and experience the beauty and diversity of the
MITF (Masa Israel Teaching Fellows) is an immersive fel
people of Israel.
paid to teach English in Israel for 10 months, make a diff

Israeli youth, gain professional training and enrichment,

Israel like a local! The special MITF Tel Aviv+ track, oper

track where fellows experience two different Israeli citie
Our tour will begin on Ha’Neviim St. and pass through the Ethiopian Church, Mea

5 months
in
Tel neighbourhoods.
Aviv + 5 months in another city of their c
She'arim and
Musrara

Rahat, or Ramla. Also includes housing and a flight
2 Hours reim

SHORT-TERM & SUMMER

BINA offers a variety of short-term and summer program

such as Onward Israel internships, Taglit/Birthright exte
specialized individual and group programs, and more.

www.bina.org.il/en | visit@bina.org.il
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MIFGASH

Quality -

lish-speaking
BINA
hasan
over
20
A life-changing gap year experience that
offers
intern
ipants live,track
study
educational and service-learnin
within
runningAuthentic
high-quality
voices a real Israeli Mechina (Israeli gap year progr
andIsraelis
transformative.
and
volunteer together with
their own age.
e pluralistic,
empowering,
a mifgash (encounter)
anyshared
of our tours
or learning sessions,
andAviv,
don't just
Secular Add
Yeshiva,
Participants
livetoin
apartments
in Tel
study
show your group Israeli social action - meet it first hand! Get to know young Israeli
Our
participa
eer work, are
learn
Hebrew,
travel
in
meanin
activists,
students
from the
Secularthroughout
Yeshiva, asylum Israel,
seekers orengage
residents of
south
where
they
are truly
needed
and
in Israeli
society
culture,
and make
Tel immersed
Aviv.
Ourin
mifgashim
are conducted
in and
an open,
discussion-based
format.lifelon
d volunteer
only
places
Mifgash speakers
are carefully vetted to ensure
maximum engagement with your
changemakers.
our expertCollege
team ofcredit
socialavailable.
group. We can even bring young activists from the Secular Yeshiva to join small
group "hevruta" learning with your group participants.
BIN

Real Impact -

Israeli Authenticity -

MITF
TEL
AVIV+
Shabbat, Holidays and Other Simchas

anization with staff and

international participants

participants from all over Israel

don’t live in a bubble! They live

(ages 21-35)

ether with Israeli peers.
ere fellows
get
MITF
Israel
Teaching
Fellows)
an immersive
fel
BINA
offers (Masa
your group
an authentic
Israeli experience
forisShabbat,
Havdalah,
holidays
or otherEnglish
celebrationsin
and
ceremonies.
e lives ofJewish
at-risk
paid
to teach
Israel
for 10 months, make a diffe

What is BINA

experience
Israeli youth, gain professional training and enrichment,
Kabbalat Shabbat or Havdalah - Welcome (or bid farewell to) Shabbat in the Israeli
A, is thesecular
only
Israel
The Yeshiva,
special
Tel Aviv+
style.like
Visit a
uslocal!
at the Secular
or MITF
bring a BINA
facilitatortrack,
to your oper
ve and teach
for where
group
hotel
for a ceremony
combining
tradition andtwo
renewal,
including music
and citie
track
fellows
experience
different
Israeli
Jewish
learning. in Tel Aviv + 5 months
BINA: The
Jewish Movement
Shean, Nazareth,
5 months
in another
city of theirfo
c

organization
atand
the a
intersection
Rahat, or Ramla. Also includes
housing
flight reim
he leading
Holidays - Join an authentic Israeli holiday celebration with Israelis and visitors
inevents
Israel.
BINA
from action
all over the world! BINA hosts public
for Jewish
andruns
Israelieducationa
holidays
m and social
touch
the lives
tens
of thousand
combining learning, music and art, with content
offered
in a variety
of languages.
unity programs that
Your group can join an existing event, or we
can design
a special content
segment
to of o
Our
activities
are based
out
ers every
year.
fit your needs.
hubs in Tel Aviv, Jerusalem, Bee
t” (“Secular
es)
(ALL agYeshiva”)
extend throughout Israel and th
Ceremonies
- BINA's
Dharamsala
India
and locations around Israel offer perfect venues to begin or end
your
trip. Welcome
your
group to Israel
with a "Shehechiyanu"
ceremony in program
our
BINA
offers
a variety
of short-term
and summer
botanical gardens in south Tel Aviv, or bid farewell with a celebratory bonfire and
such as Onward Israel internships, Taglit/Birthright exte
pita-making workshop in our urban farm.
specialized individual and group programs, and more.

GRAMS
SHORT-TERM & SUMMER
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limMud

Quality -

nglish-speaking
A life-changing
gap year experience thatBINA
offershas
an intern
over 2
perience running
high-quality
ticipants
live,
track
study
within
a real
Israeli
Mechina
educational
(Israeli
andgap
service-lear
year prog
ms
that are
pluralistic,
empowering,
interactive
learning
sessions
and workshops

and volunteer together withand
Israelis
transformative.
their own age.
BINA’s
limmud (study)live
sessions
workshops
are built to be interactive,
inclusive,
NA Secular
Participants
Yeshiva,
inand
shared
apartments
in Tel Aviv,
study
and empowering. Through these sessions, we want participants to learn about and
Our
partic
nteer work,
learn
are the
Hebrew,
travel
throughout
engage
in meanin
intern
and
volunteer
only
in places
experience
Israeli
Hitchadshut
Yehudit (JewishIsrael,
Renaissance)
firsthand,
by
they
are
truly
needed
s.
immersed
in from
Israeli
society
and
culture,
and
make
Jewish team
texts
ages
throughwhere
an open
and
inviting
approach
thatlifelo
rvised
byexploring
our
expert
ofall
social
encourages
eachcredit
individual
to to make their own
meaning and take ownership of
changemakers.
College
available.
their heritage, in ways that are relevant to their lives and to important social issues
of today.
raeli organization with staff and
sessions areparticipants
led by skilled BINAparticipants
educator/facilitators
andall
canover
be Isr
from
orld. OurLimmud
international
independent or combined with tours or mifgash
with
BINA
don’t
live
instudent/volunteers.
a bubble!
They li
work together with Israeli peers.
5) Sheva,
-3Be'er
s 21
ge
(a Haifa
Sessions are offered at the BINA Secular Yeshivot in Tel Aviv,
and
or can be brought to your group hotel or other locations
where fellows
MITF
get (Masa Israel Teaching Fellows) is an immersive fe
topics
include:English in Israel for 10 months, make a diff
the livesLeading
ofpaid
at-risk
to teach

Real Impact -

Israeli Authenticity -

MITF TEL AVIV+

What is BINA

and experience
Israeli youth, gain professional training and enrichment,
We Declare: Study Israel’s Megilat Ha’atzmaut (Declaration of Independence).
BINA, is the
Israel
only
like
a local!
The
special
MITF
Aviv+
track,
What
were the
Jewish
and secular
sources
that inspired
thisTel
modern
Megila?
How ope
s live andhas
teach
track
where in
fellows
two
different
Israeli
Israel for
succeeded
realizing experience
its vision, and what
challenges
lie ahead
for the citie
balance
of Judaism
meaning
does
the
Megila
have
BINA:
Jewish
Movemen
eit
Shean,
Nazareth,
5 leading
months
inand
Teldemocracy?
Aviv + 5What
months
inThe
another
city
offor
their c
hange
is the
Israelis today and what relevance does it have for us?
organization
at the
intersecti
nt!
Rahat,
or Ramla.
housing and
a flight
reim
pluralism and
social
action Also includes
Israel.
BINA
runs educatio
nd community
programs
Secular and
Pluralisticthat
Judaism in Israel:in
From
the Kotel
to conversions
to
government
funding,
come
to be
and what
hope
touch
the
lives
tens
of lies
thousa
s and others
every
year.how did the current situation
ahead for Jewish pluralism in Israel? How do Israeli
define “secular”
and what out o
Our Jews
activities
are based
va Hilonit” (“Secular Yeshiva”)
do the Jewish sources have to say about it?
hubs in Tel Aviv, Jerusalem, B
aifa, and Dharamsala India and
LL ages)
(A
extend
throughout
Israel and
The Global Refugee Crisis and Israel: How has
the global
refugee crisis affected
Israel
and what
can thea
world
learn from
experience?
Doessummer
Israel as a Jewish
BINA
offers
variety
of Israel’s
short-term
and
program
state bear a special responsibility to all refugees, or only to Jewish refugees?
such as Onward Israel internships, Taglit/Birthright exte
Explore these issues through Jewish sources from ancient times to the present.
specialized individual and group programs, and more.

OGRAMS
SHORT-TERM & SUMMER
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Why

Why Choose BINA?

A life-changing gap year experience that offers an intern
l English-speaking
BINA has ove
track within a
real
Israeli
Mechina
(Israeli
gap
year prog
BINA has over 20 years of experience running high-quality
articipants live, study
educational and service-le
and volunteer
togetherand
with
Israelis their
ownthat
age.are
educational
service-learning
programs
and
transformative.
pluralistic,
empowering,
and transformative.
Participants live
in shared
apartments
in Tel Aviv, study
BINA Secular Yeshiva,
learn Hebrew,
travel
Israel,
meanin
Tour
groupsthroughout
with BINA help
supportengage
long-termin
social
Our par
olunteer work, are
programming
communities
around
andlifelo
immersed inchange
Israeli
society in
and
culture,
and Israel,
make
where
they
are
truly
nds.
expose
visitors to opportunities for future engagement. neede
College credit
available.
changemakers.
BINA offers a unique and complex view on Israeli society
that invites each visitor to find their personal connection to
Israel and their Jewish identity.
participants from all over

Quality -

quality
Real Impact impact
israel
Israeli Authenticity
MITF TEL AVIV+

5)
21-3
gesin
don’t(a
live
a bubble!
They

"Coming to BINA was a fantastic way to conclude our interfaith Israel trip
to Israel inIsrael
Tel Aviv,Teaching
after 9 days of touring
and exploring
together.
MITF (Masa
Fellows)
is anIsrael
immersive
fe
p where fellows get
social justice work is inspirational, and helps visitors to Israel
paid to BINA's
teach
English in Israel for 10 months, make a diff
understand
the role of Judaism in the public square. BINA uniquely brings
in the lives of at-risk
Israeli youth,
gain
professional
training and enrichment,
a progressive Jewish
voice to that conversation."

What is BIN

e and experience
Israel like a local! The special MITF Tel Aviv+ track, ope
y BINA, is the only
track where fellows experience two different Israeli citie
ws live and
teach
“Thank
you for
so much!
As aAviv
Jewish educator
and teacher
foranother
this group, I city of their c
5 months
in Tel
+ 5 months
in
really
appreciate the humanity, depth and openness
you brought,
as well
BINA:
The
Jewish Moveme
Beit Shean,
Nazareth,
Rahat,
or Ramla.
as
the clear Jewish
values.” Also includes housing and a flight reim
organization at the interse
ment!

in Israel. BINA runs educa

SHORT-TERM & SUMMER
OGRAMS

BINA's Tours and Workshops Aretouch
Perfect the
For: lives tens of thou
Synagogues and community missions | Schools and youth
groups
| Taglit/Birthright
and
Our
activities
are based
ou
student groups | Study tours and professional groups
| Familyin
tours
privateJerusalem
groups
hubs
Teland
Aviv,
)
es
ag
(ALL
extend throughout Israel a

BINA offers a variety of short-term and summer program

to
book
activity
contact
us: Visit@bina.org.il
such
as an
Onward
Israel
internships,
Taglit/Birthright exte
specialized individual and group programs, and more.
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